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Top Global University Project for a brighter future
Japan has long had a reputation for impenetrability and separation from the outside
world. However, this is changing rapidly
in a number of ways. One example is the
university system, which is quickly shifting to a globalized footing, becoming home
to emerging international powerhouses in
academia.
For the last six years, the Top Global University Project has served as a showcase
for Japanese higher education’s increased
presence on the international stage. A bellwether of change, this unique initiative is
bringing Japan and the rest of the world
closer together.

Japan’s global heritage

It is increasingly recognized by scholars
that Japan’s historical reputation as a small,
insular nation ignores much intellectual
and cultural interaction with other Asian
nations and, later, the Western world. The
Japanese word for university, daigaku, was
applied in the early medieval period to a
government-sponsored institution teaching Chinese texts and linguistics. Even during the Edo Period (1603 to 1868), when the
country was officially closed to the outside
world, specialists in Western learning in
contact with the Dutch gathered a great
deal of information in fields ranging from
medicine to astronomy.
A modern Western-influenced system
of Japanese colleges and universities began
to appear and flourish in the 19th and 20th
centuries. Although not as seemingly global
as universities in some other countries to
many observers, a number of these schools
have had a proud tradition of international engagement for many decades, with
alumni from around the world, including
influential names in politics and international business. In 2009, the government

started the Global 30 Project to boost foreign enrollment in Japanese universities.
Soon after this program was concluded, the
Top Global University Project began.

No time like the present

The Top Global University Project was
initiated in 2014 by the Japanese Ministry
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology during the administration of
then-Prime Minister Shinzo Abe that had
positioned the globalization of education
as a major priority. A total of 37 universities
were chosen to receive a decade of annual
subsidies under the program, with the aim
of assisting them in making critical reforms.
The chosen universities were divided
into Type A (Top Type) and Type B (Global
Traction Type). Type A schools are highly
ranked within Japan and conduct education and research at a level considered to
make them competitive on a global scale.
Type B schools were chosen for track
records showing the presence of pioneering
programs that have the potential to impact
the globalization of Japan itself as a society.
A key to the quest for true internationalization under the project is a dual model
that hinges on developing both global
competitiveness and compatibility. That
is, the schools involved should seek higher
positions in global university rankings, and
they should also focus on making their students more competitive worldwide. At the
same time, they should develop cooperation through programs for more profound
involvement and partnership with nonJapanese institutions, while also preparing
their charges to work together with other
groups and persons across borders of all
types. The project thus works at both the
institutional and individual levels.
As benchmarks to judge actual perfor-

mance, the Top Global University Project
has three sets of goals: those relating to
internationalization, those relating to governance and those relating to educational
reform. It is particularly notable that the
project takes a two-pronged approach to
some of these goals, such as by focusing
the numbers and experiences of both Japanese and non-Japanese students, at home
and abroad. Attention is also given to faculty and administrative issues, with salary,
tenure-track requirements and administrative capacity under the microscope. An
increased focus on foreign languages (especially English) and the role of tests such as
TOEFL (the Test of English as a Foreign Language) in admissions can be noted.
Is the program working? Signs are very
encouraging. The government reached
its goal of enrolling 300,000 foreign students in Japan a year ahead of the original
2020 deadline, with a record-breaking
312,214 as of May 2019. Another aspiration
has been to have 10 Japanese universities
ranked among the top 100 such institutions worldwide by the year 2023. While
various global ranking systems exist, the
country did particularly well according to
the QS World University Rankings 2021,
with five Japanese schools making the list.
These achievements are doubtless due to
many different factors, but there can be no
question that the Top Global University
Project has played a strong role in both
accomplishments.

Facing the future today

As the world reels from the ongoing impact
of the coronavirus, universities around the
world have been turned upside down, as
have institutions of all sorts. Needless to
say, this is as true in Japan as it is elsewhere,
making the near future of higher education

harder to predict. Measures being taken
at Top Global Universities include full inperson resumption of certain classes (especially seminars and labs requiring physical
presence), keeping large classes online to
maintain appropriate social distancing and
alternating between online and in-person
formats for other courses. At at least one
Top Global University, international students currently unable to return to Japan
are generally not required to do so, and
in addition to live online courses, lecture
videos that can be watched at the convenience of students in different time zones
are being made available. In Japan and elsewhere, many universities remain cautious
and flexible, keeping all options open as
they wait to see how the coronavirus pandemic will develop.
Despite the pall that the coronavirus
has cast over many aspects of education
and society, the widespread use of remote
learning does point to potential uses of
information technology that could be
deployed in the future to reach students
and other stakeholders in far-flung locations. Already in the pre-coronavirus era, a
number of schools had been experimenting with distance learning through videos,
social media and live communication
technology. Could further refinements in
this direction point to a new type of global
learning even after the heavy cloud of the
pandemic lifts? Might hybrid or online-only
classes come to hold an important place in
reaching out and competing internationally? And if so, to what extent? Could new
communications means be used in innovative research by the Top Global Universities? These remain intriguing questions.
Whatever the impact of new technology,
the success of the Top Global University
Project points to the momentum neces-
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sary for an even brighter future.

For Japan and the world

The globalization of the Japanese university system will benefit both Japan and the
world as a whole, and the Top Global Universities will continue to play leading roles
in this respect.
Japanese companies are facing declining domestic demand as the population
shrinks, and they are looking to expand
abroad. Foreign graduates from Top Global
Universities are increasingly prized by
Japanese corporations not only for their
Japanese linguistic skills, but also for the
familiarity with Japanese culture that they
pick up while studying in this country.
Meanwhile, global interest in Japan is
booming, both culturally and in business
terms. The number of foreign tourists coming to Japan in recent years (before the
coronavirus pandemic setback of 2020) has
exploded. A global fascination with Japanese cuisine, pop culture and the nation’s
unique society has been building for over
a decade. The Top Global Universities can
serve as bridges to both traditional and
contemporary Japan, which the rest of the
world seems eager to learn about. This
has profound long-term implications, as
respect and affection for foreign cultures
can smooth diplomatic tensions and create
general goodwill among nations.
The number of foreign companies in
Japan has grown. Over 50 years ago, the
Japanese government began a survey of the
business activity trends of foreign companies, targeting 600 firms. In 2019, a total of
5,701 foreign affiliates were sent the survey,
and it seems that many of these companies
are just as enthusiastic about Top Global
University graduates as their Japanese
counterparts. A Japanese education shows
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foreign affiliates that potential candidates
are committed to the country, and they
value the social skills and networks built on
campus that graduates bring.

Help is never far away

Japanese culture and society may seem to
present daunting challenges, but the Top
Global Universities are reaching out with a
variety of initiatives to help students and
others feel more at home in Japan. The
plethora of special scholarships, administrative help and all-English courses and
classes offered by these schools continues
to be attractive. Moreover, a growing commitment to diversity is in evidence everywhere one looks. A recent and growing
trend is a focus on gender, LGBTQ issues
and disabilities, proving that more people
are realizing diversity goes beyond place of
origin.
The signs all point to a stronger future for
the Top Global Universities, which are also
branching out with initiatives of their own.
It is an exciting moment as they take their
place in a wider world, which will help
Japanese business and society. It will also
bring fresh ideas from Japan to the world as
a whole.
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International Christian University

(Sponsored content)

Creating a better future through liberal arts education
Established in 1953 in Mitaka, Tokyo, International Christian University (ICU) is one
of the few universities in Japan to have a
College of Liberal Arts, and it has focused
on liberal arts education since its founding. Classroom buildings and facilities are
located on a wooded campus of about
620,000 square meters. Despite its campus
size, what makes ICU unique is its relatively
small number of students — each year is
comprised of just over 600 students — making it possible to have small group learning.
The Japan Times interviewed ICU President Shoichiro Iwakiri and Chair of the ICU
Board of Trustees Hirotaka Takeuchi on Aug.
5 to discuss ICU’s role in education in the
time of globalization, along with other topics.
The following is an edited excerpt of the
interview.

College of Liberal Arts

Question: Why does ICU have only a College of Liberal Arts in the first place?
Iwakiri: In the wake of the disastrous state
caused by World War II, there was a need to
create an educational system for the coming
new era in Japan. Universities had dedicated
too much to specialized fields, failing to view
the big picture and lacking critical thinking or
dialogues.
Reflecting on this situation, ICU was established in 1953 featuring liberal arts education
from a broader perspective, in which students can learn professional areas as well.
In the years since, other universities have
also created similar-minded departments,
but how ICU differs from others is that we
only have the College of Liberal Arts. Ours
was modeled after American liberal arts
colleges.
We have 31 majors in the Division of Arts
and Sciences, and students advance their
studies to their specialized field from their
junior year. Unlike most universities, where
students are committed to a major from
their first year, our system enables students
to choose their major later.
Takeuchi: A key phrase is “remorse over
the past.” In Japan, diverse opinions were
totally removed heading to the war. When
the Japan ICU Foundation (independent
educational foundation) was launched in
the U.S., the atomic bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki were still fresh memories for
American Christians. So, ICU was established
with a concept of being the “University of
Tomorrow.”
Additionally, liberal arts education creates an individual’s foundation. In the U.S.,
there are many small liberal arts colleges and
the reason students go to such schools is to
acquire the foundation necessary for their
lives. The same goes for students attending
ICU.
Question: Another unique feature of this

university is small group education; what are
some of the advantages of it?
Iwakiri: Dialogue and critical thinking are
central to ICU’s educational foundation. Large
group education is not conducive to them.
Question: ICU is the only Japanese university that is a member of The Global Liberal
Arts Alliance (GLAA), comprised of 30 colleges from 18 countries. Could you tell us
about it?
Iwakiri: ICU joined GLAA in 2014. The alliance focuses on education itself, namely how
to enhance education, through the sharing
of educational systems and contents. An
advantage of being a member is to complement connections with universities in Asia
and Africa, where we are not that active compared to other regions.
What we are working on through this
initiative is to create joint courses with universities abroad via online connections. Next
year, a joint class is scheduled to start with a
university in Pakistan.
Question: Globalization progresses in various aspects, which includes the globalization
of issues. How can ICU’s liberal arts education make a contribution in this age and the
future, as well as in nurturing people?
Iwakiri: After the coronavirus pandemic,
some people argue how society will change,
but a much larger issue is to find out where
the whole world and globe is heading and
overcome crises globally.
Of course, our university needs to address
the ongoing coronavirus situation. But at the
same time, from a larger viewpoint, globalscale issues can be broken down as local
issues at the level of the individual. We would
like to nurture individuals who can think
about those global and local issues simultaneously and correctly determine the direction the world should head in.
Question: Is liberal arts education essential
to such a goal?
Iwakiri: Indeed, it is. For example, look at
environmental issues. Knowledge of natural sciences is, of course, necessary, but that
of law and social sciences is also required
to solve it. At the same time, philosophical
questions such as people’s place in nature
need to be considered, so various knowledge
and experiences are essential. That’s where
thinking and actions based on the ideas out
of liberal arts education come in.
Takeuchi: I think the presence of ICU in
Japan matters very much. The country has
adopted and developed the Shinto notion
of living with nature, with an emphasis on
“inclusivity.” ICU, founded in Japan in the
spirit of Christianity, has incorporated this
idea and diversity has taken root over our
nearly 70 years of history.

Classes under coronavirus
Question: Apparently ICU was

International Christian University (ICU) President Shoichiro Iwakiri (left) and Chair of the ICU Board of Trustees Hirotaka Takeuchi discuss liberal arts education and the role of ICU in nurturing
human resources at the university in Mitaka, Tokyo, on Aug. 5. SHIMPEI SHIMADA

one of the first universities in Japan to decide
in mid-March on transitioning online across
the board for classes starting in April. Could
you share the reason and some of the relevant measures?
Iwakiri: Initially we had a wide range of
options, including delaying the start of the
spring semester. But we thought preparing
for the worst-case scenario would work best,
so we decided to conduct all classes online
without any delay in the university calendar.
After the semester, we found many positive aspects. For instance, there was a class
on environmental studies and it dealt with
an archaeological excavation site of the
Jomon Period (10,000 to 200 B.C.) on the
campus grounds. If it were a conventional
class, it would had been difficult for all students to go and see the location at the same
time, but this time students were able to
see a live report by a professor from the site
online. This would not have come up if we
didn’t have the coronavirus situation.
Additionally, we managed to have professionals and famous figures abroad conduct
lectures online with relative ease. If we have
a proper network, such lectures are feasible.
So, we have found greater possibilities
from our trials.
Question: What are your ideas on combining both online and face-to-face instruction?

Left: A class is conducted on the lawn in front of the University Hall. Right: Students participate in a class in the English for Liberal Arts Program.

Iwakiri: Basically, we already decided to
conduct classes with 60 or more students
online. Small and midsized classes can
be taught either online or face to face in a
classroom. We call this mode of instruction
hybrid.
Question: We are not sure yet how the situation will turn out in the future. Could you
let us know some of the measures that ICU is
planning, be it short, medium or longer term?
Iwakiri: This coronavirus pandemic has created a situation where there is less contact,
but what lies in the essence of ICU’s education is to have people-to-people contact. We
also have the philosophy of coexisting with
nature on our large wooded campus.
Experiencing life at this campus is
extremely important in the four years of college. Students actually absorb many things
through their senses as they study and learn
on campus. We would like to continue nurturing this environment so that students can
experience something in common.
Having said that, we also seek to incorporate technology for the betterment of our
educational system, since we found new
potential in responding to the pandemic.
Takeuchi: People in the world have paid
much attention to STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) education.
Some think liberal arts and STEM are totally
different, and the typical Japanese way of
thinking is to divide humanities and sciences. But these are misunderstandings and

I think STEM is definitely part of a liberal arts
education.
At ICU, a new building dedicated to STEM
education will be completed in 2022. This is
something the university is undertaking in
advance of the times. The facility will enable
students to experience the latest technology
and knowledge, where sciences and humanities meet each other. This kind of fusion
would not be possible outside of a liberal arts
college.
Iwakiri: It will be completed around August
2022. The plan is for the building to house
laboratories of natural sciences and research
offices of humanities and social sciences.
There will be an exchange space on the first
floor, and regular classes in a large classroom
in this arts and sciences integrated facility.
We also plan to make laboratories relatively transparent by installing windows
so that students from non-science areas of
study can look at the experiments in person. We would like the whole space here
to be somewhere students can feel close to
science.

ICU’s roles in the world

Question: We’d like to hear what kind of
roles ICU can play in Japan and the world
in the future. Could you share some of your
ideas and hopes?
Iwakiri: The phrase “new normal” is often
used when describing the post-pandemic
world. Before the pandemic, however, the

A new building to be completed around August 2022 is scheduled to house laboratories for
natural sciences and research offices for humanities and social sciences.

world was still grappling with serious problems, including environmental pollution,
intensifying global warming and climate
change, and growing disparity. In a sense, the
“old normal” was full of abnormalities, as Mr.
Antonio Gutteres, the secretary general of
the United Nations pointed out. Old or new,
what is normal should be redefined.
We want to educate people who can see
the direction that we should move in and
make contributions to overcoming crises,
or be a place where this kind of thinking can
occur. This is why liberal arts education is so
important—to develop people’s knowledge
and critical thinking skills across a wide range
of academic disciplines so that they can
engage in problem-solving with a multifaceted understanding of the world.
Takeuchi: This will make it possible to
deliver the innovative and creative solutions
that will allow us to “build it back better,” in
the words of New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo.
Iwakiri: What Takeuchi mentioned earlier, the “University of Tomorrow,” precisely
describes the state of ICU. I personally believe
tomorrow’s world will be better than that of
today. Whatever happens in society, the university and academics will further advance
to a higher stage. As long as the university
functions, our mission is to understand
human beings, society and nature deeper
through education.
During their studies at ICU, I hope students
take in the concept of diversity and become
people who are open-minded to the world.
Takeuchi: As my field of study is management practices, let me first paraphrase what
Peter Drucker said 50 years ago, “You cannot predict the future, but you can make
the future.” As we now understand from the
coronavirus pandemic, nobody is able to
predict the future. But we can make it, and
what kind of future are we going to create?
It’s indeed a better future, as Iwakiri said. I
believe ICU can contribute to creating a better future.
For more information on the university, visit
https://www.icu.ac.jp/en/ .

Liberal arts offers solid foundation for future study, career
After earning a master’s degree in conference interpretation from a U.S. school, Yuta
Okuyama was set to start his career as an
in-house interpreter
and translator at a
Japanese company
in Chicago from
mid-August.
The alumnus of
International Christian University (ICU)
recalled the foundation that developed
him into who he is today was all nurtured
through his education and experience at
the liberal arts college in Tokyo.
“The interpretation and translation that
I’m engaged in requires a wide range of
knowledge of various topics, so you need
to look up things while being curious about
this and that in your daily life,” Okuyama
told The Japan Times in an online interview
on Aug. 11. “This is exactly what my liberal
arts education at ICU taught me.”
The students have the liberty to take
classes from a variety of subjects when
they are freshmen and sophomores to

seek and narrow down their interests, and
then select their majors from 31 areas of
specialization.
“There were subjects that turned out to
be irrelevant to my major, but the knowledge I gained from those classes helped me
later or I was able to find something new.
I have had a similar story in studying and
doing interpretation,” Okuyama noted.
His encounter with ICU came when he
was in a U.S. high school. His parents recommended him to attend a school in Japan
so that he would have opportunities to
learn Japanese culture, he said.
“I took part in an open campus event
and I liked the campus and school spirit,”
Okuyama explained. “I was impressed with
the school’s mission to nurture internationally minded people and contribute to lasting peace.”
In September 2014, he enrolled at ICU,
where he decided to reside in a dormitory
called Global House. The experience at this
residence comprised of Japanese and international students fostered his interest in
interpretation.
“I didn’t have any interest in interpreta-

tion at first, but an experience of doing that
to help exchange students at the dormitory
brought me joy that I could be of assistance
to somebody who doesn’t understand the
language. So, I started taking interpretation
classes,” Okuyama noted.
He added: “I increasingly aspired to be a
freelance interpreter like my teacher. From
then, I began vaguely to think of pursuing a
career as an interpreter.”
As a major, Okuyama chose music,
because he found ICU’s classes on music
were not about playing and composition,
but understanding music from cultural perspectives, which intrigued him. But at the
same time, he selected interpretation as a
minor, anticipating his future career.
To advance his study of interpretation,
Okuyama applied for the university’s Fiveyear Program. Launched in 2011, it allows
aspiring students to obtain both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in a specialized
field in five years, instead of the usual six.
“I thought intensively studying interpretation at graduate school would take less
time to be a professional interpreter than
working days and attending a vocational

school at night,” he said.
After receiving a bachelor’s degree from
ICU in June 2018, he spent about 18 months
earning a master’s degree in interpretation
at Middlebury Institute of International
Studies at Monterey (MIIS) in California.
This was possible because ICU and
Middlebury College (Vermont) have an
agreement of cooperation, which includes
the Accelerated Entry Program that
enabled him to pursue graduate-level studies at MIIS in Interpreting and Translation,
among other fields.
Recalling the days filled with study,
Okuyama said one of the difficulties was
that he had to deal with tests, besides regular classes, which were essential at MIIS to
advance to the next grade and graduate.
“I was extremely busy with preparation,
practice and amassing basic knowledge,”
he said.
Okuyama’s laborious efforts paid off, and
he completed the course with a master’s
degree in May.
He feels that an advantage of attending the program was that the number of
choices in the interpretation business has
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Yuta Okuyama interprets for a guest speaker at a school interpretation forum at the Middlebury
Institute of International Studies at Monterey. CHIYO MORI

increased for him.
“The American market was added to my
possible work field,” he said. “I was able to
know how the relevant market works and
what kind of needs and job opportunities
are out there.”
At 25 years of age, Okuyama already has
a firm plan.
“I’d like to brush up my translation skills
and acquire basic business knowledge
through in-house assignments. I’m hoping to

be able to go freelance in around three years
if I can prepare myself enough,” he noted.
Later in his life, he aims to pursue
other work utilizing his experience in
interpretation.
“I feel inclined to engage in work to share
Japanese culture with the world,” Okuyama
said. “I’d also like to think about how cultures, whether Japanese or American, can
further be blended to be willingly accepted
by people.”
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Sophia University

(Sponsored content)

University, campus redefined for post-coronavirus era
Amid the ongoing coronavirus pandemic,
the significance of universities and their
campuses both have been coming into
question.
Known for its global education since
it was founded in 1913 as a Jesuit school,
Sophia University has advocated for a
compact campus in Tokyo’s Yotsuya district, offering an environment for international students of different faculties to
enjoy interactions with each other.
“As we wanted to stick to our style of
learning, it took time for us to go online
and prepare for spring classes while
maintaining high-quality education,” said
Sophia’s President Yoshiaki Terumichi,
who spearheaded efforts to cope with the
coronavirus crisis at the university, during an interview with The Japan Times on
Aug. 6 at the university.
In response to the changing situation
of the coronavirus outbreak, it has been a
series of decisions, including the cancellation of graduation and entrance ceremonies, a shift to online classes and financial
support to students in need.

Shift in teaching methods

For those who have just entered the university, stay-at-home days were totally
different from what they had expected
of campus life in the heart of Tokyo.
According to a questionnaire on online
classes at Sophia, many first-year students
expressed feelings of isolation since they
cannot study with classmates.
“We understand that those first-year
students need special care,” said Terumichi, who invited them to the campus in
mid-September, even though the autumn
classes would basically continue to be
conducted online. “Having learned from
our experiences until now, I hope that
we will be able to deal with the situation
appropriately.”
The same questionnaire revealed that
students in their sophomore year and
beyond tended to be satisfied with online
classes, pointing out their advantages in
safety and flexibility in learning.
“We’ve discovered the potential in
online classes although it was an unavoidable shift,” Terumichi noted.
For example, online tools will enable
professors to have more flexibility in conducting their field research around the
world, while also giving classes remotely
and even delivering on-site reports.
“We want to explore such potential for
the post-coronavirus era. Also, we should
offer such flexibility to our students as
well,” explained Terumichi, who expects
that students will be able to attend classes
of universities worldwide, as well as
Sophia’s, either physically or online, wherever they may be located.

Improved connectivity

Although students are currently stranded
in the countries where they are located as
national borders still remain closed, the
digital shift has brought universities around
the world to an equal footing.
“Rather than regarding online classes as
an involuntary alternative, we can see an
expansion of freedom that may diversify
learning styles and connect the world
more easily,” the president noted.
From among its roughly 380 partner
colleges and universities within the Jesuit
network around the world, Sophia is
developing a triangle program in collaboration with a university in the U.S. and

Sophia University’s international students enjoy interacting on campus. SOPHIA UNIVERSITY

one in Kenya. This will allow students of
the three universities to attend the online
classes of one another.
Sophia has additionally agreed on
cooperation on bilateral online exchange
programs with nine universities in seven
countries.
Trying not to lag behind global education standards, in which universities are
rapidly going online and actively engaging
in attracting students, Sophia University
is currently working to improve its digital
environment in both hardware and software aspects.
If there is massive potential in online
classes, what is the significance of the
physical campus?
“There is unmeasurable value in sharing time and space with professors and
fellow students. The campus is a basis on
which a university can rely most heavily,” Terumichi said. “Our campus holds all
our experiences and expertise of human
development. In this campus, we have
formed the foundation of our student’s
thinking ability, with which they have
taken to other countries.”

New programs ahead

With an eye on the future of the university, Terumichi noted that Sophia’s management should give 30 percent of its
energy to firmly maintain its tradition and
experience, another 30 percent for further
development based on past achievements
and the remaining 40 percent for creating
something totally new.
As examples of the recent achievements and further development, the
Sophia Program for Sustainable Futures,
a new English-taught degree program
aiming to raise the awareness standard of
youths toward local and global sustainability, starts from this autumn semester,
despite a difficult environment.

Also, Sophia is developing a new master’s program on international cooperation within the Graduate School of Global
Studies, which will start accepting students from the spring semester of 2021.
“The program is geared for businesspeople who are working or want to work
in the field of international cooperation.
Responding to the increasing need for a
master’s degree to work for international
organizations, including nongovernmental and nonprofit organizations, we want
to provide candidates with their degree
and an opportunity to learn about international cooperation in a structured manner,” Terumichi explained.
“Of course, we also want to encourage undergraduate students to move on
to this new program that allows them to
study with experienced businesspeople.
We have always wanted to create such an
environment as a university located in
the heart of Tokyo,” the president said.

Involving students

Regarding the remaining 40 percent for
creating totally new things, Terumichi
believes that they should reconsider and
redefine what a university is and what
campus means.
“I don’t mean to change our philosophy
of establishment that dates back to the
vision of the Jesuit missionary St. Francis
Xavier, who visited Japan in 1549. Instead,
we want to go back to the root of the philosophy and explore a new tack of a participatory approach involving students,”
Terumichi said.
That is consistent with the words of
Pope Francis, who said, “Your university
as a whole ought to focus on the young,
who should not only receive excellent
education, but also be part of that education, offering their insights and sharing
their vision and hopes for the future,” in

his speech at Sophia University during his
visit to Japan last November.
Having been able to welcome Pope
Francis to the campus last year and sharing time with him, Terumichi feels a strong
sense of responsibility to give something
back to the university and beyond.
“His words really had an impact.
Although his message of “walking with the
poor and the outcasts of our world” is universal and that is consonant with Sophia’s
mission of ‘Men and Women for Others,
with Others,’ I realized anew that we were
still a long way from fulfilling our mission,”
Terumichi said.
“For Others, with Others” is all about
understanding others in diversity. The
university has been working to further
globalize its campus through such efforts
as opening a halal cafeteria and creating a
prayer space.
“I’m proud of such a campus. This campus is a microcosm of society,” Terumichi
said. And yet, the president is motivated to
further improve and transform the campus into a new style by involving students
further.

Sophia University President Yoshiaki Terumichi speaks to The Japan Times. SHIMPEI SHIMADA

in common at the same time. That’s an
unprecedented experience in modern
global society,” Terumichi pointed out.
“There is no authority that can give a perfect explanation of what we are facing.”
While coping with the crisis and changing society, Terumichi expects students to
give their thoughts to those who are left
behind at home and overseas. He hopes
that they begin with discussions among
diverse students about what the world is
experiencing now.
“It may spur rapid growth for young
people to live in such an age of transition, where we are facing an outbreak
of unknown infection, in addition to
ongoing globalization and digitalization,”
Terumichi said, adding that “They should
think on their own, as what the previous
generation experienced may not be useful
anymore.”
In July, students of Egypt-Japan University of Science and Technology;
Malaysia-Japan International Institute
of Technology; and Sophia University
had an online roundtable and exchanged
views and thoughts on the ongoing coronavirus situation in each country.
“It’s extremely important for students

Coping with pandemic

“The coronavirus pandemic is a crisis that
people throughout the world are facing

In the modern world, it is not possible
for a single country to solve diversified
global challenges. Instead, countries and
organizations need constant cooperation
in addressing these challenges. To solve
such challenges and promote sustainable
peace and further development in the
global economy, society and education,
international cooperation is an indispensable element.
This program aims to develop skilled
individuals that will play central roles in
tackling global issues with solutions at the
forefront of the international cooperation
fields, including governments, companies
and international organizations.

With an aim to foster human resources
capable of working in international organizations and international cooperation
sectors, a new master’s program on international cooperation within the Graduate School of Global Studies is currently
under development at Sophia University.
Since its foundation, Sophia University
has seen many talented graduates move
into the field of international cooperation.
In 2015, the university established the
Sophia University Human Resources Center for International Cooperation, where
experienced staff and professors have
been working to develop global human
resources.
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International
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SOPHIA UNIVERSITY

For more information on the university, visit
https://www.sophia.ac.jp/eng/index.html .

New master’s puts emphasis
on international cooperation

Master’s Program in International Cooperation Studies

Sophia students
welcome Pope
Francis to the university campus on
Nov. 26.

to discuss the issue with diverse people
with different backgrounds,” the president
said. “Sophia University has advocated for
an environment that enables our students
to do so. I hope they will make best use of
it and get involved in the process of overcoming the crisis.”
In this regard, Terumichi believes that
the university is responsible to offer rays
of hope to young people and support
their activities that may create new ideas
in the process.
Reconfirming the inclusive words “Men
and Women for Others, with Others” that
can be applied to all people of any religion from any country, Sophia University
will further pursue its mission to nurture young people that can contribute to
global society.
“Although the words may sound overly
simple, I constantly rediscover the value
of this universal message,” Terumichi said.
“As far as we have a campus culture in
which we shall continue to pursue what
is universal and what is essential, I believe
that the university has its reason to exist.”
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International
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Studies
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Sophia’s new master’s program on international cooperation will include overseas
training at international organizations such as
the United Nations Headquarters in New York
City. SOPHIA UNIVERSITY

Mainly targeted to those who are working or want to work in the field of international cooperation, the classes will be
flexibly conducted in the evenings, Saturdays or intensively.
As options, the program also offers a
one-year course at the earliest, as well as
a long-term course that allows students
to stay three years while paying just two
years of tuition.
The program will include classes on
the roles and functions of international
organizations and private sectors, specialized subjects on peace building and
international politics, as well as courses
by experts who have an extensive career
background in international cooperation.
Additionally, there will be overseas training at international organizations.
Many of the classes are taught in English so that non-Japanese speakers will be
able to obtain the degree.
The program is scheduled to launch in
the spring semester of 2021, admitting 10
students.
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Expectations toward universities and global talent
The business world has high expectations
for globalizing universities to better prepare
students to contribute and lead as global talent. We asked David Macdonald, representative officer and president of Discovery Japan,
about his expectations and hopes for universities in the global era.
Q: As the Japanese arm of a global company,
what are Discovery Japan’s mission and
vision?
A: Discovery has evolved over the last 30
years from the very first year of the Discovery Channel in the U.S., when the concept
was spreading curiosity. Over the years,
this became explore your world, and today
our main concept or phrase is powering
people’s passions. Whether it be on TV, on
digital streaming or other events, we are trying to power people’s passions through the
medium of video. So, whether you like cars,
or science and nature, or food or travel, we
want to make sure we have some content
for you.
Right now, I think our mission for Japan is

to be the most trusted platform for powering
people’s passions and passionate communities, and that’ll be in the form of digital video
streaming as we go forward.
Q: In line with that vision, what type of talent does your company look for in regards to
the skills and competencies that you expect
potential employees to learn at university?
A: I’ve been working for about 20-odd years
now, and the skills needed on the job in
today’s high-paced world, especially the
media business, have evolved. Our expectation is that we have people who are doers.
These are people who do things themselves,
very much like a startup attitude, who are
able to figure out what they need to do
themselves and lead from the front.
That ties to a second point, which is leadership. In this day and age, whether you are
new out of college or you’ve been on the job
for 30 years, a certain amount of leadership,
be it project-based or leading an organization,
is expected as we look to develop new things
and new products for consumers.
The other thing we’re looking for is global
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talent. The world is shrinking more and
more with the internet and other forms of
connection and communication. So now
when I look at talent in Japan, global is
always one of my keywords. Can you interact and communicate with folks from overseas? Do you have a global mindset in doing
things for the Japanese market?
Q: Do you have a hiring strategy to attract
talent with a global mindset and leadership
qualities, for example internships or other
opportunities for learning and experience?
A: In my current role at Discovery, we
haven’t done that much yet for the Japanese
market. One thing we were doing, which
is on hold for now with the postponement
of the Olympic Games, is a campus recruitment program for interns to work with our
broadcast team during the games. We are a
broadcaster and a digital streamer for all of
Europe for the Olympic Games. Through
that we needed a lot of local talent, and we
had partnered with a number of universities
in Tokyo and around the country. We had
about 20 individuals who were part of that
internship program to work as runners for a
program or in other places within the organization to give them some experience of
Discovery, as well as experience in the games
from the inside as a broadcaster. We haven’t
been able to go through with that as the
Olympics have been postponed to next year,
but hopefully that’ll kick back in again as the
schedule becomes clearer.
Another thing, which is a little bit different, is a program we’ve been working on to
retrain women to get back into the workforce after being out for a number of years.
It’s not exactly new undergraduates or young
grads, but rather getting women back into
the workforce. We’ve picked up a couple of
interns from that program. One thing I am
very passionate about personally is making
sure that we tap into the often-untapped
female demographic of Japan.
We also have the Discovery Hackathon
and other programming events to help new

ICU taught me to be a global citizen
Name: Cheung Si Wei Rachel
University: International Christian
University
Faculty: College of Liberal Arts
Department: Department of Arts and
Science
Year: Fourth
Country: China (Hong Kong)
It was serendipitous that I was able
to enter International Christian University (ICU). This is a place that has
liberty, warmth and rich academic
resources for every single student on
campus. I always feel a strong sense of
belonging at ICU, and this feeling does
not come to me in other places. Every
student and professor, who have different backgrounds and are influenced by
various cultures, treat each other with
genuine equality and have strong bonds
to one another. On campus, students
and professors communicate in different languages daily. I feel like there
are no boundaries of age, nationality,
race or ethnicity; everyone is involved

in conversations and committed to
open discussions. Moreover, ICU gives
unqualified support to students, ranging
from scholarships and extracurricular
activities to information about companies and graduate programs.
Students being bilingual or even
multilingual might be one of the most
recognizable features of ICU. It is a daily
sight to see a Japanese student talking
with a European student in English, and
an American student communicating
with a South Asian student in Japanese
or another language. I really appreciate
how ICU puts effort into developing this
multilingual environment, and I have
improved in my English as well as my
Japanese in this environment, too.
In addition, one of the things I love
most about ICU is that it emphasizes
academics and teaches students about
the responsibility of being a global citizen. With unstable political situations
in the world and tensions between various countries, I believe that ICU has to
remain impartial and focus on the deliv-

graduates understand what they need to do
in order to get into a company. The Hackathon and these events allow us to use our
brand and our creativity with another brand
to help them recruit the kind of talent that
they want.
Q: The university system in Japan is shifting
toward a globalized footing. For example,
Sophia University is developing a triangle
program in collaboration with universities
in the U.S. and Kenya that allows students of
the three universities to attend each other’s
online classes. Would you give your thoughts
on these initiatives?
A: One challenge that I’ve had with Japanese
students is that they often do not get exposed
to some types of thinking and leadership
attributes in a Japanese university that they
might, let’s say in Canada, where I’m from.
So, I think it’s helpful if Japanese students are
more able to access and experience different
ways of teaching and different ways of thinking and expressing themselves. When I look
back at myself, I’ve studied in different countries, from Canada for my undergraduate to
the U.K. for my post-graduate. Being able to
do that online as much as you can is great.
The only counter to that is a lot of what I find
universities teach is unteachable, meaning
that it’s not so much about going to class and
listening to and interacting with your professors as much as about the communal living,
the communal aspects of being on a campus
and making a network that can strengthen
for years afterward. I hope these programs
help to bridge the gap with some of the different educational philosophies without losing
the benefits gained from in-person interactions as well.
Q: What expectations do you have for universities in developing students, in terms of
their skills and mindset and preparing them
to work in a global company like yours?
A: I worry about too much focus on rote
knowledge, memorization and passing
tests versus being able to express, think
and lead as individuals. In the Japan system

with the senpai-kōhai, senior-junior relationship, a potential challenge that younger
employees have is expressing themselves
when their senpai or their senior is in the
same room and they don’t feel comfortable speaking up and giving their opinion.
How do we get through to students that it’s
okay to have an opinion and express that
in a strong vocal way? On the flip side, I see
students who have stayed overseas and
come back to Japan and join the company,
and because they aren’t used to the usual
senpai-kōhai relationship, it causes some
friction in the office. I think the message is
being able to develop creative thinkers and
people who are able to express themselves
and show some leadership no matter what
their level or age.

As a top international university in Japan,
Sophia University attracts students both
domestically and internationally with
its unique environment, curriculum and
support for students.
I have always been amazed by the
existing learning environment at Sophia.
During my early semesters, I was able
to improve my English skills and critical thinking skills by leaps and bounds
thanks to excellent English professors.
Afterward, I have been able to pursue my
studies in my major with the help of professors who are active and outstanding
in their research fields. In classrooms, the
vast majority of students are either those
keen to learn about foreign cultures or
those who have experience living abroad.
Studying with them, therefore, gives me

access to an infinite amount of cultural
knowledge.
Sophia has given me other extraordinary experiences through its unique
education system. In the Faculty of Liberal Arts which I belong to, we can take
classes in different majors within the
same faculty. In my case, as a social studies major, I can take literature and business classes in other majors. This enables
me not only to explore my interest in
different majors, but also to expand my
network of peers. As a Japanese language
lover, I have been learning Japanese and
I find Japanese classes at Sophia highly
productive and efficient. I have been
taking them to enhance my Japanese
skills and deepen my understanding of
Japanese culture. I am confident that my
learning experience at Sophia will earn
me numerous educational and career
opportunities in the future.
Sophia provides a large number of
scholarships and also helps students to
receive scholarships from private organizations. Without any scholarships, my
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Going forward, what I look forward to
from educators and also from students as
they graduate is the ability to think and
express themselves creatively and not be
bound by preconceptions of hierarchy.
Q: Do you think universities are matching
that? Have you seen signs of students evolving or changing their mindset?
A: I had a limited but positive interaction
with a university in Tokyo last year as a guest
lecturer. I was quite happy that the lecture
was filled with lots of questions from students really wanting to ask questions, so it
was a very positive sign. I think that the need
is there, people are aware of the need and
will start to change further and further, but
I also see that there’s still a lot of work to be
done.

Fulfilling student life at Sophia University
Name: Kyi Min Khant
University: Sophia University
Faculty: Faculty of Liberal Arts
Department: Department of Liberal Arts
Year: Third
Country: Myanmar

ery of knowledge. At the same time,
while giving us students the freedom to
express our opinions about what is happening around the globe, ICU has taught
us that we are global citizens, that we
are responsible for our actions and our
thoughts, and that we should hope for a
better world regardless of our nationality, race or ethnicity. I have learned not
only about my field of interest, but also
about the need for responsibility and a
willingness to contribute to the world.

David Macdonald, representative officer and president of Discovery Japan DISCOVERY JAPAN
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education at Sophia would be impossible.
I am fortunate to have received generous
scholarship assistance since my freshman
year. I am extremely grateful that I can
focus on my studies without having to
worry about my financial situation.
I feel honored and thankful for the
wonderful support and unforgettable
experiences I am receiving at Sophia
University. They make my university
student life fruitful, worthwhile and full of
excitement.

